
Character + Competence + Commitment 
Life after the break and before the break has no common points. New 
outlook has emerged almost everywhere although some of the small 
little human beings still may feel as if they are playing a vital role in 
making of universe. For all others the infinite power has to play the 
big role. Character, Competence and Commitment are individual 
components that can keep one connected with the universe. One 
side of C++ Challenge is based on these three vital components.   
 

Colleges + Corporates + Community  
Three social components that can keep humanity in its progress 
track are Colleges, Corporates and Community. In other words; 
Number of people, Potential for activities and Platform for things to 
happen! These three when put together can help each of them gain a 
little bit better. Other side of C++ Challenge is based on these social 
components. We should put both the sides to connect and collaborate. 
We can get a revolutionary transformation in the whole world with 
integration of integrity into the whole process. Integrity is the key!   
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All of us should do an introspection at 
personal level about the quality and size 
of our performance in the world. Are we 
doing justice to responsibilities that are 
entrusted to us? Are we able to perform 
to our potential or somewhere near to 
that? It is not very difficult to measure 
our performance at various parameters. 
We are forced to perform to certain level 
far below our potential. Let us go ahead! 

Moving from force to source will make large 
transformations in our performance. Passion 
and compassion are outcomes of being well 
connected to the source. We can gain it with 
Character, Competence and Commitment 
(C++). Challenge here is to get connected 
with ourselves, to our fellow beings and to 
the nature. Mentors here are visionaries who 
are happy to guide the youth to discover 
themselves. Call +91 98441 82044 to join.          
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Moving from Force to Source! 

We have underestimated power of the mobile 
phone. We can do a lot of great things with 
right kind use of mobile communication.  
Most important is its power to inspire and 
invoke human imagination utilizing video 
connectivity. Now, we have learned to avoid 
unwanted rush as well. When we are well 
connected, focused and activated, we can use 
mobile phones to do our jobs in an easier and 
better way. Make use of the king in your 
hand to create a world around you. Mentors 
& Institutions may inspire students to join!    

Those who join C++ Challenge are given 
with the best of the training free of cost 
along with lot of opportunities to achieve 
greater heights in life. Collective action, 
Collaborative approach, Global Connect 
and Cooperative movement are the fine 
elements in C++ Challenge.  
First task is to introduce two mentors 
around you and four members from 
across the world. Connect everyone with 
this movement. Share this with all your 
friends and bring great minds to join!!   
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Do something worth & useful  

We all keep doing things all the times. Make 
sure all we do further are useful and worth. 
There we begin. Team up for group initiatives. 
Share your ideas with others. Have an ear or 
two also to listen others and to welcome ideas!  

Never send anyone unheard. Never let 
anyone down with your careless casual 
comments. Create your team. Twelve 
is the optimum. Make sure the team is 
to complement with each other. Media 
is your key activity. You need to know 
all your strengths now or later! Make a 
list of resourceful persons and all other 
resources around you. Start to talk and 
to team up. Tell people about C++ 
Challenge and invite everyone to join. 
Its lot of fun with amazing outcomes!  
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Identification of leaders and activation of 
talent pool is the responsibility of colleges, 
corporates & community. You may need to 
have a core team that can do everything for a 
reason and purpose. Connecting individual 
and community goals with goals of your  
institution is a vital task. Many may not  
listen to your long term vision. Keep things 
in short term projects. Keep them connected 
around your institution and allow things to 
evolve with everyone’s involvement around.  

Colleges, Corporates & Community that 
come forward and associate with us in 
C++ Challenge are primarily benefitted 
from the large pool of mentors who are 
associated with us for a long time. Great 
things happen when we are connected to 
one another. Give one and take ten can 
be a slogan to remember in this regard. 
Let us do something different. Winners 
do things differently. Together we can 
make the impossible possible!      

Talent Pool is Everywhere! We need leaders!!  

“India lives in her villages”; said 
Mahatma Gandhi who spoke about 
Gram Swaraj. Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam 
told to connect Villages all around. 


